Use of Nitroxides as Topological Monitors of the Interaction of Silica-Based Particles with Components of the Biological Environment
The interaction of solid particles, such as silica and vitreous fibers, with different surrounding media which well mimic the various environments in a biological medium, such as inhaled in vivo or in a cell culture, has been studied by means of the electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectra of spin labels attached to the solid surface or spin probes inserted in the surrounding medium. Among the solid particles, a MCM-41 type mesoporous silica was found to be very suitable for investigating the binding between the labels and different molecules, due to the high surface area and the availability of interacting sites in the internal channels of the structure. The computer-aided analysis of the spectral lineshape allowed the evaluation of structural and dynamic parameters. A model has been proposed which describes the interactions of the solid surface with: (a) pure solvents at different polarities; (b) molecules present in biological fluids, which mimic the effect of physiological solutions; (c) the components of the cell membrane (phospholypid or proteins in water solution); and (d) a model phospholypid membrane, to mimic the interaction between the solid particles and the cell membrane. The hydration of the surface lets the labels interact preferentially with the water molecules with respect to the surface itself, or the other labels. Apolar molecules decreased the mobility of the labels attached to the surface. Phospholipid bilayers were formed at the solid surface, whose internal structure was more fluid with respect to noninteracting bilayers, whereas the external polar groups trapped probe and label molecules in restricted space at the surface. The labels were partially extracted from the wet surface of the vitreous fibers by the interaction with a protein (albumin) and distributed in two different environments (at different polarities).